






Rico Camus is the Academic Program Director of the Master of
Innovation and Business program at the Asian Institute of
Management. He is also a Clinical Professor in Strategy and
Innovation. Prior to joining AIM, Rico was a long time veteran at ABS
CBN holding positions in Business Development, Business Analysis
and Corporate Planning.

Mario Domingo is a business technologist whose life work is anchored
on creative innovation. He recently completed his post as Group CTO
for the Chicago Board Options Exchange Asia Pacific with equity
exchange operations in Australia, Japan, Hongkong and a tech center in
the Philippines. He has successfully built startups to its successful exits
in the areas of Artificial Intelligence and high-performance computing.
He has been actively involved in the transformation of companies
across the region in the areas of Telecom, Media, Retail, Energy and
Financial Industries.

Topic: Technology Governance: Can governance enable a competitive 
digital business?

The pandemic and technology advances have forced digital
transformation upon enterprises who previously though they had
years to wait. Also faced with a conflation of geopolitical risks and
cybersecurity threats, how can technology governance enable digital
business to compete? Technology governance, driven by CTOs and
CIOs are an essential element of enterprise risk management. The
former Group CTO of the Chicago Board Options Exchange Asia Pac will
share his thoughts and experience with us as a keynote to this must-
attend event

Topic: Building An Innovation Mindset, In A Corporate Setting



Milad Aslaner is the Head of Technology Advisory Group at
SentinelOne, a pioneer in providing autonomous security for
endpoints, data centers, and cloud environments to help
organizations secure their assets with speed and simplicity. He is
responsible for a global team of internationally recognized
technology strategists that help secure some of the largest
organizations in the world.

Topic: The MITRE ATT&CK® Evaluation - Understanding What It Is and 
Why You Should Care About It

Released March, the MITRE Engenuity ATT&CK® Evaluations 2022
covered 30 vendors and emulated 2 of the most vicious
ransomware attacks in the last years, perpetrated by the Wizard
Spider and Sandworm threat groups. In its 4th edition, these
Evaluations have taken a prominent role in Enterprises’ vendor-
selection process across the world for providing an agnostic, factual
and results-based analysis of each solution – where no matter how
big one’s marketing budget is, it could not impact one’s results.

Paul Jackson is the regional managing director for Kroll’s Cyber Risk
practice in Asia-Pacific, based in the Hong Kong office. Over a career
spanning more than 30 years of service in some of the region’s
highest levels of law enforcement and corporate enterprise, Paul
has earned a stellar record of achievement as a cyber security
practitioner, strategist, and thought leader.

Paul holds a Bachelor of Engineering (Hons.), Engineering Science
and Industrial Management from the University of Liverpool.

Topic: Why do we still get cyber wrong?

Despite advances in cyber security solutions and awareness, we
continue to see endless reports of data breaches and ransomware
attacks. This presentation will look at current trends in cybercrime
and how criminal enterprises are evolving. Based on Kroll’s
experience of managing over 3200 incidents every year, the
presentation will use real case studies to explain why
organizations fail to protect themselves and best practices to
ensure robust security and governance.



At Armis, he is responsible for security consultancy services and
designing security architecture for systems within the IT,
Operational Technology (OT), Internet of Things (IoT) and medical
environments. In this role, Daniel works extensively with public and
private sector customers – spanning across the healthcare,
manufacturing, energy & utilities, large enterprises and government
sectors.

Jimbo Reverente is The Rizal Academy’s Chief Exponential Officer,
responsible for the spread and adoption of the Exponential
Organizations (ExO) framework in the Philippines.

He is a Business Innovation Coach, an ExO Sprint Coach, an ExO
Consultant, and an ExO Trainer. Jimbo also represents ExO Works
and Boston ExO in the Philippines.

Topic: Innovation CultureTopic: Attack surface reduction with ABCD (Asset-Based Cyber 
Defense

We’ve witnessed the growth and explosion of newly-connected
devices, systems and applications over the last few years. This was
brought forth by COVID-19 WFH measures, digital transformation
and Industrial 4.0 initiatives.
Enterprises now has to deal with a much expanded internal attack
surface than ever before.

As a result, security managers often have challenges even
answering questions like “What assets do you have in your
datacenter/factories/offices? What are the inherent/residual risks in
each of them?”



Rishi leads cyber security and privacy practice within PwC
Consulting Thailand, having more than 17 years of experience in IT
Security and Privacy Program Management, Project Management
Office, IT Security Operation, IT Security & Risk Management and
Consulting. He has handled multi-million dollar security and privacy
programs and projects for financial , Insurance, telecom, retail and
mining sector companies. He has extensively worked with C level
executives.

Topic: IT Governance and Risk Management in a Digital World

Dante is a Certified Public Accountant, Certified Fraud Examiner, and
Certified Anti-Money Laundering Specialist. He is currently a
consultant of 3 banks, 1 fintech company, an investment house, and
a software company. Dante is also a lecturer in the Certificate
Course in Strategic Compliance in the Banking Industry at the De La
Salle University School of Life Long Learning since 2009.

Topic: Innovation in Compliance - A way to good Business

Organizations today are under ever increasing pressure to comply
with regulatory requirements, maintain strong operational
performance, and increase shareholder value. In this hyper-
competitive and connected environment where dependency on
Information Technology is ever growing, organizations can no
longer afford ad-hoc IT risk management practices and need a
robust plan to manage risk around Information Technology

Today, we have best governance models, framework and code of
conduct to run a corporation. However, its effectiveness will depend
on the way it is practiced at all levels particularly at the grass-root
level. We need to embed a culture of compliance in the entire
organization where code is followed in true spirit. This will only be
possible by instituting innovative and proactive approach in our
programs.



Irish is the Chief Privacy Officer of Globe and the Head of the
Governance, Risk, and Compliance Division of Globe’s Information
Security and Data Privacy Group. She founded and currently serves
as Chairperson of the Globe Group Privacy and Security Council, and
is also the Data Protection Officer of 917Ventures,
Globe’s corporate venture-builder.

Topic: Gender Equality and Women Empowerment: Driving Success in 
Data Privacy, Technology and  Digital Solutions

Ms. Jeia is currently the IT Risk Management Head of a financial
organization and Senior Lecturer at the University of the Philippines
(Master of Technology Management)

Ms. Jeia holds the following certifications: ISO 31000 (Risk
Management), Cloud (Azure and AWS), DevOps, ITIL, Certified
Quality Leader.

Topic: IT Landscape Trends and Associated Risks



Alvin Rodrigues is the field chief security officer, APAC at Infoblox. In this role,
Alvin is responsible for the alignment of Infoblox solutions against the business
structure and model for key accounts. He is charged with driving thought
leadership for the company, mapping technical features and solutions to business
benefits and outcomes. With over 25 years of experience in the IT industry, Alvin
is an established cybersecurity adviser providing strategic counsel to CIOs and
CISOs of large enterprises and government agencies across the region. Alvin holds
a postgraduate diploma in International Marketing from the University of
Strathclyde and graduated with an honours degree in economics and
management science from the University of London.

Don Morgan shared the award for the worldwide highest mark on the CISA
certification exam in 2017. He has presented at ISACA North America, ISACA
Oceania and ISACA Europe. He is a Senior Technology Auditor working at Farm
Credit Canada, Canada’s largest agricultural term lender and a federal Crown
corporation.

Don has a background in assurance and advisory engagements, systems
development, enterprise architecture and modern development lifecycles. He
has worked with teams to develop software for mobile self-serve applications,
telecom operational support systems, materials research labs, accelerators,
nuclear reactors, and the financial industry including trading platforms. Overall,
he has over 20 years of experience working with information systems across
many different technologies and industries.

Topic: 3 Imperatives for the Modern CyberSec Practitioner: Visibility, Sustainability, 
Agility

Topic: Agility, DevOps and Audit: Practices for Growth and Sustainability
Over the past 2 years where Covid dominated the news, organisations scrambled to stay
afloat by accelerating their Digital Transformation (DX) strategy to stay viable during this
"minimal contact" era. A ZK Research on 2021 IT Priorities Survey showed that 74% of
organizations have sped up their DX plans by at least one year, with 49% moving plans up
by more than a year.

Now that your business is somewhat stabilised, cyber risks are nipping away at your
Achilles' heel. While technology has been critical in assisting businesses to change,
evolve, and grow, it also affects the way we learn, engage, interact, transact, and
communicate more than ever before. Productivity gains, positive user experience,
immediacy, convenience are some of the benefits realised as we embrace the digital way
of things. However, the underlying foundations and workflow that support these
advantages are complicated.

Many industries are increasingly adopting agile, including agile based DevOps,
as an improved way to develop software intensive systems. Agile approaches
are also being adopted within the auditing world to deliver improved
outcomes to stakeholders. These trends are creating challenges as well as
opportunities for growth and sustainability. This presentation will explore
how practices are shifting and will provide guidance for assurance
professionals.



Topic: Improving Cybersecurity with Adversarial Perspectives

Session Synopsis:
With ever increasing cybersecurity threats, how can one evaluate and
improve the company’s security posture and stay resilient against
potential attacks? Join Tam Huynh, an associate managing director in
the Cyber Risk practice of Kroll, to understand the importance of
adversarial perspective, and some of the best practices and measures
to improve the company’s resilience.

Topic: Time to Fight Back - How to Take Down Ransomware Attacks
with AI-driven XDR

Session Synopsis:
Another week, another ransomware attack shakes the country. A
recent study found that Philippine organizations spend on average
US$820,000 (P42 million) to recover from ransomware attacks – costs
which cover the ransom paid, and the costs incurred by the
downtime. Does your company have USD820 thousand dollars to
spare? It’s time to fight back.

Join this session to watch SentinelOne’s resident white hat hacker,
Coco Wang, demonstrate LIVE how a hacker transforms a known
malware into a zero-day attack and how you can protect, detect, and
remediate a ransomware attack with adaptive, AI-driven
cybersecurity.

Ms. Coco Wang
Director of Channel Enablement

Mr. Tam Huynh
Associate Managing Director Cyber Risk Practice

Mr. Constantine Courtis



Topic: Strengthen and Optimize Your Security Posture from the
Foundation Up

Session Synopsis:
Better threat intelligence makes every security tool more effective.
BloxOne Threat Defense collects, curates and aggregates threat
information from Infoblox, your other commercial tools and third-
party government sources. A normalized “super-feed” can then be
shared across the security stack, boosting the effectiveness of every
defense. Threat intelligence combined with network context can be
shared with your large ecosystem of security solutions, maximizing
the value of SIEM, SOAR, TIP, ITSM and more. BloxOne Threat Defense
offers the Threat Intelligence Data Exchange (TIDE) feature. It allows
you to aggregate threat intelligence from the rest of your security
tools and share that intelligence throughout your security portfolio.
As a result, every tool can do more because it knows more.

Mr. Angelo Castro II
Cyber Security Consultant 

Ms. Florence Lau
Senior Solution Architects, APAC

Topic: Looking out to protect your Managed, Unmanaged devices
across OT/IT/IoT/IoMT environment, Asset Management & Tracking
with operational technology security platform
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